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2019 2020.Q: Show the tag "java" in the
java tag page. There is currently an
amazing and unique feature about the
programming question tagged with java.
We all know about a special category of
questions that is represented by the java
tag. Here's a list of some of the questions
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tagged with this tag: How to create a
recursive method in Java Java Library
with methods with priority and lots of
overloads Create a method that returns
either an Object or a primitive value
Java BufferedReader and Scanner
implementations Set of methods, but
allows overwriting its method with that
signature It's hard to describe the exact
format of questions the above classes
represent, but all questions are very
good. They can be named something like
"XYZ. Java question" or "XYZ. Best
Java question for code-review".
Sometimes users do not understand the
Java language syntax, but don't feel like
they want to understand, they simply
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write something and don't even bother
trying to explain the code. These tags are
perfect as they serve as a "try it yourself"
button for users who would otherwise
skip the tags. In the past we decided that
these questions belong on the main
programming site, but we realised that a
huge number of experts in Java are
probably already using the SO. If we
continue to ask them questions about the
Java syntax or API, most of them won't
want to take part as they already do. So,
at this point, we are planning on only
inviting the OP to ask questions from the
java tag if they want to get advice about
the Java language itself, i.e. questions
related to writing a method or other Java
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related topics, but they don't want to get
anything else. My proposal is that the
java tag should also contain a description
in the question itself. That would be a
great way to encourage users to ask those
"XYZ" questions without having to
search for it on the main programming
site. A: I f678ea9f9e
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